N°10851-EN_rev H

User manual

TOPAZ

Environmental conditions
Temperature : 5°C to 40°C

Relative humidity : 10% to 80%

Pollution level : 2

Installation category : II

Altitude : max 2000m

Installation precautions : sheltered from bad weather, humidity, corrosive
surrounding and dust

Do not use this equipment in hazardous area (presence of flammable liquids,
gases…), it could represent safety hazard.
Physical/Electrical characteristics
PRODUCT

TOPAZ / CRISTAL / ONYX / SERES 2000E

Dim : w*h*d (mm*mm*mm)

480*750*320

Fixation

Wall mounted with 4 screw-bolts M8 (PC panel at operator eye level to
simplify maintenance)
100~240 V, 50/60 Hz, max 3 mm², unscrew right side to connect cable

Power supply / section
(cable gland 7.5 to 13 mm and 13 to 19mm)
Power consumption

Typically 150 VA - Maximum 300 VA

Input/Output wire section

Max 1.5 mm²

Protection

IP55

Hydraulic requirements
Sample clean and clear

Particles<100µm, filtered if necessary
4 to 40 l/h ; <3 bars ; ¼’ female BSP

Inlet (sample/dilution water) : optimal flow /
max pressure / connection
Sample temperature

Overflow : 8*12mm flexible tube
< measuring temperature (depend on method)

Waste outlet / connection

Free not closed ; 12*14 mm flexible tube

Air input (on demand) / connection

Blowing of the apparatus (filtered, clean and dry air, min
flow of 200l/h) ; 6 mm tube
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1. Revision list
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2. Warranty conditions / Before installation
2.1

General terms

General terms of warranty are applied to this analyser and integrated in our general terms
of sale downloadable on SERES OL website:
- One year warranty (spare parts and workshop service) within the framework of
normal operating conditions and maintenance specified in this manual.
- Normal operating conditions. Follow up reagents preparation instructions
supplied by SERES OL guarantees analyser proper working. In case of noncompliance of these instructions Manufacturer reserves the right to refuse the
one-year manufacturer warranty for the supplied apparatus.
2.2
2.2.1

Regulations
Safety regulations

To avoid people injury caused by electricity, please respect all the safety regulations of
this manual:
- Apparatus should be used exclusively with a ground plug. If the equipment is
used in a way not specified by the manufacturer, the protection provided with
the equipment can be affected.
- Any spare part has to be replaced exclusively by a qualified technician using
only parts specified by the manufacturer.
- All power supplies have to be switched off before dismounting or replacing
any component.
- For any intervention on the hydraulic part of the analyser, wear adapted
protections (protective clothing, gloves, and glasses).
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-

Do not use this equipment if there is flammable liquids or vapours, this could
represent a safety hazard.

2.2.2
Local regulations
All wirings and connections (electrical, hydraulic …) should be done according to local
regulations of the country in force and only by qualified authorized and skilled personal.
The equipment warranty won’t be guaranteed by the manufacturer in case of noncompliance of the standards and regulations reported in this manual.
2.2.3

International symbols used

Symbol

2.3

Standard

Description

IEC 60417, No. 5016

Electrical fuse

IEC 60417, No. 5017

Ground

IEC 60417, No. 5021

Equipotentiality

IEC 60417, No. 5032

Alternative current

IEC 60417, No. 5041

Be careful, hot surface

ISO 3864, No. B.3.1

Be careful, see documents

ISO 3864, No. B.3.6

Be careful, electrical hazard

Handling precautions

- Position the box correctly (Up/Down)
- Carefully unpack analyser
- Check equipment for damages
If the device seems to be damaged, don’t plug it and get into touch with the After Sale
Service Department immediately.
2.4

Manual update

Information contained in this manual may be subject to change without notice
beforehand and don’t represent any engagement on behalf of Manufacturer.
Manufacturer reserves the right to make changes in the construction, design,
specifications, and / or in the procedures that cannot be reflected in the manual.
This manual is supplied under the condition that the provided information will not be
used to the detriment of Manufacturer.
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Access level
User access: consultation of the data in the main window.
Access by user with Authority: consultation of measurements in progress, Activation
or Deactivation of a path, Calibration, Interruption of measurement in progress,
adjustment of 4-20mA outputs. CODE=0712
Without action for 10 minutes, the code will be requested again.

3. Input/Output connections
Nbre per card

TOR ou 0-24V

Type

Input

2

Analog

Input

Direction

3.1

1

Chart 1

Chart 2

Chart N
…

(Adress : 1)

(Adress : 2)

Adress N (N>3 et <8)

Name

Fonction

Name

Fonction

…

Name

Fonction

IN_DIG1(4)

Selection channel1

IN_DIG3(4)

Selection channel2

…

IN_DIG(2*N+1) (4)

Selection channelN

IN_DIG2(4)

Stop End of Cycle

IN_DIG4(4)

N.U.

…

IN_DIG(2*N+1) (4)

N.U.

IN_ANA1(5

N.U.

IN_ANA2(5)

N.U.

…

IN_ANA (N+1) (5)

N.U.

(4) Possible configurations: dry contact input or 0-24V, (5) 4-20mA type input.
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Output
Nbr per card

Type
Digital (All or None)

Output

Analog

Direction

3.2

Chart 1

Chart 2

Chart N
…

(Address : 1)

(Address : 2)

Address N (N>3 and <8)

Name

Fonction

Name

Fonction

…

OUT_ANA1 (1)

4/20mA Track
measurement 1

OUT_ANA3 (1)

4/20mA Track
measurement 2

…

OUT_ANA2 (1)

4/20mA Reserve

OUT_ANA4 (1)

4/20mA N.U.

…

OUT_ANA
(2*N+2)

OUT_DIG1(2)

C.S. Reserve
(Watchdog)

OUT_DIG9(2)

C.S. N.U.

…

OUT_DIG(8*N+1)

OUT_DIG2(2)

C.S. waterfall track 1

OUT_DIG10(2)

C.S. waterfall track 2

…

OUT_DIG(8*N+2)

OUT_DIG3(2)

C.S. Override
threshold 1 track 1

OUT_DIG11(2)

C.S. Override
threshold 1 track 2

…

OUT_DIG(8*N+3)

OUT_DIG4(2)

C.S. Override
threshold 2 track 2

OUT_DIG12(2)

C.S. Override
threshold 2 track 2

…

OUT_DIG(8*N+4)

OUT_DIG5(2)

C.S. Channel 1 being
analyzed (multichannel)

OUT_DIG13(2)

C.S. Channel 2 being
analyzed (multichannel)

…

OUT_DIG(8*N+5)

OUT_DIG6(2)

C.S. Defect Analyzer

OUT_DIG14(2)

C.S. N.U.

…

OUT_DIG(8*N+6)

OUT_DIG7(2)

C.S. Maintenance
Information

OUT_DIG15(2)

C.S. N.U.

…

OUT_DIG(8*N+7)

…

OUT_DIG(8*N+8)

Name

Fonction

OUT_ANA

4/20mA Track
measurement N

(2*N+1) (1)

2
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EV Track 1 Control
(3)

OUT_DIG8

(Multipath)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

EV Track 2 Control
(3)

OUT_DIG16

(1) Possible configurations: 4-20mA, 0-1V, 0-10V
(2) Digital contact dry output. Type NO or NC
(3) Output Power Solenoid valve.C.S. = Dry contact (configurable NO / NC) US = Not used
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(Multipath)

4/20mA N.U.

C.S. N.U.

C.S. Water fault
track N
C.S. Threshold
overrun1 channel N
C.S. Threshold
overrun2 channel N
C.S. Channel N
being analyzed (multichannel)
C.S. N.U.

C.S. N.U.

EV Track N Control

(3)

(Multipath)

3.3

Inputs wiring

Standard Terminal Drawing

Caution : Specific terminal drawing may be supplied upon method or customer request
3.3.1
4-20mA output wiring:
4-20mA outputs representing chemical value of the measured parameter by analyzer are
accessible for each channel on pins 1 & 2 of connector J7 of the concerned card (card 1
 channel 1, card 2  channel 2 etc.).
Pins 3 & 4 are used if there is a second measurement on the same channel
(OUT_ANA2).
The signal value 4mA corresponds to low range measurement (usually 0), and the 20mA
signal value corresponds to high range measurement.
3.3.2
Channel input (IN_DIG1) wiring
Available on each channel map, this input allows remote control of channel selection.
If you do not wish to remotely control the channel selection, leave pins 1, 2 and 3 of J8
unconnected.
There are two wiring modes for this input: dry contact or hot input (0-24V).
It is strongly recommended to use dry contact control to avoid electrical problems. In
this case, connect the 2 terminals of the dry contact to pins 1 & 2 of J8. If the contact is
open, then the channel is selected, if the contact is closed then the channel is
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invalidated and the corresponding measurement will not be performed. An alert
message (ex : 'Inactive channel (remote control)') will instantaneous appear on the PC
panel at the time this channel should be analysed.
In the case where the control is provided by a 'hot' input 0-24V, the reference must be
connected to pin 3 and the selection voltage 0 / + 24V to pin 2 of J8. Terminal 1 must
always remain unconnected.
3.4

JBUS connection

Communication between analyzer and customer use JBUS protocol. It can be done
either by RS485 or TCP / IP (Ethernet).
3.4.1

JBUS by RS485

JBUS terminal box is installed in the top of the analyzer close to the power supply and
I/O card. Proceed like below:
- Open the door
- Connect the RS485 wires to the JBUS box:

JBUS terminal box
-

Set up the JBUS Slave (Maintenance menu/Options menu/ and select Options
tab) : fix a value greather than 16
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3.4.2
JBUS by TCP/IP
To connect analyzer via Ethernet, the analyzer is equipped with a converter located at
the top of the device.
The connection is made via the Ethernet connector located outside on the right
side of the analyzer.
Simply mount the Ethernet cable in the connector and plug the connector.
For this communication, it is necessary to know the addressing mode desired by
the customer. This is important because the module must be configured correctly.
There are two addressing modes:
- Automatic IP address assigned by a DHCP system to the analyzer
- Fixed IP address (provided by the customer) which had to be configured by
manufacturer

4. Operating instructions
4.1

Start-up

Before connecting the analyzer to the power supply, check all the electric and hydraulic
connections. Eventually, consult "technical specifications" chapter. Adjust the sample
flow so that there is an excess of water at the pressure reducer device (setting tap and
transparent pressure reducer device situated on the left side of the device). If the internal
distribution block is installed, verify that the sample overflows the down flow weir of
the internal distribution block's selection finger.
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General drawing – 1 channel.

11

General drawing – Multichannel.
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4.2

Reagents installation

Reagents have to be stocked out of the analyzer, on the shelf situated nearby. A support
could be supplied to put them on (on demand).
Some reagents have to be stocked sheltered from light. They are stocked in tainted flasks
or black flasks.
To install reagents cans, you should wear appropriate protections (gloves, protective
glasses and clothes). Proceed like below:
4.3

See device hydraulic drawing in order to identifying reagent/pump couples
Introduce reagent pipes until the bottom of each reagents can. Check the
presence of an air inlet (a small opening in the cap is enough).
Starting the analyser

Launching of the device is done in an automatic way during the switching on:
4.4

Switch on the device;
Pumps readjust themselves automatically;
The PC panel starts;
An information screen appears and displays the different steps of the starting
up;
An initialisation window appears;
The PC Panel launches itself and measuring cycles start automatically;
Stop the measuring cycle which is just started (press the key ) ;
Enter the User Code with authority (Access Code: 0712) ;
A message appears asking you to confirm that the current measurement is
stopped, press OK.
Pump priming

To prime the reagents, from the main screen:
- Check that the automatic filling pot is overflowing (sample or neutral water
depending on the configuration): it is necessary to flush the vessel;
- Press on Tools tab
- Enter the User Code with authorization and press on “valid”
- Go to the menu Electrical test
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-

Press on the pumps tab
Emptying SV is automatically open (if not go to actuator tab to open it)
Press ON to activate pumps
Check if the reagent are well injected into the vessel watching the tubes
At the end of reagent priming, stop the pumps

4.5

Control mode setting

To set the control mode:
-

Press on TOOLS tab; Press on Options

-

Enter 0, 1, 2 or 3 following the table below depending on the chosen mode:

MODE

OUT PUT S

4.6

REMOT E
inputs
FROZEN
(Stop/start on
keyboard)

RELAYS

4/20 mA

LOCAL 0

ACT IVAT ED

ACT IVAT ED

MAINT ENANCE  1

ACT IVAT ED

FROZEN

FROZEN

WRIT ING

JBUS 2

ACT IVAT ED

ACT IVAT ED

FROZEN

READING
WRIT ING

REMOT E CONT ROL 3

ACT IVAT ED

ACT IVAT ED

ACT IVAT ED

WRIT ING

Scheduler

It is possible to schedule the measuring cycles, from the main screen:
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JBUS
WRIT ING

-

Press on Tools tab ; go to the menu Options and press scheduler tab

-

Press the "Channel" or "Add" button to change or add a channel number;
Enter the number of cycles in the new window;
It is possible to add a pause time in minutes, press "Add", select "Pause" and
enter the number of minutes.

4.7

Launching continuous cycles

To start an on-line analysis, press

on the main screen.

5. Maintenance instructions
Analyzer requires few preventive maintenances but it is important to keep it perfectly
clean. These maintenances mainly consist in:
-

5.1

analyzer calibration / manual measure (monthly),
reagents replacement followed by calibration. Check vessel, internal distributor
block (if there is one) and silicone tubing cleanness.
peristaltic pump piping replacement (3 months)
complete overhaul of all the sub-assemblies for cleaning and inspection
(annual).
silicone pipe replacement is recommended (annual).
electrode slope control (1 week automatically) (for potentiometric method
only)
electrode membrane replacement (approximately 6 months but periodicity
depend on application) and electrolyte level check (monthly) (for
potentiometric method only)
electrolyte level check and readjustment for reference electrode (if present,
monthly) (for potentiometric method only)
Electrode slope control (potentiometric method only)

From the main screen:
-

Stop the current cycle ; Enter the User with Authority code again;
On the main screen display, press "Tools" tab; Press Maintenance ,
Fill or check DIW level in the bottle
Start the "Electrode Slope Control" program by pressing.
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Slope check is correct:
o Calculated slope is displayed with current and electrode reference slope,
o Press
to return to the Maintenance window;
Slope check is incorrect:
o Calculated and current slope are displayed, with the message "Slope default",
o The new parameters will not be updated. Restart electrode slope control.
Control of electrode slope is periodically programmed by manufacturer or by HMI.
5.2

Electrode slope control for analyzer with dilution (potentiometric method
only)

For an analyzer with dilution, the electrode slope control cycle is working automatically
with the dilution water.
5.3

Electrolyte level check (potentiometric method only)

Every month check reference electrode/measurement electrode electrolyte level. Adjust
if necessary (follow electrode manufacturer instructions, documents are supplied).
5.4

Calibration (whole methods)

Caution: for multistream analyser with common range, only calibrate stream n°1.
o
-

-

TO MAKE ZERO CALIBRATION (depending on method),
Launch « Calibration Zero » cycle instead of the « Calibration » cycle
protocol is similar to the calibration one described hereafter.
Use some water (same de-ionised water (or neutral water) used to prepare
the standard) instead of the standard solution.
At the end of the calibration zero, a window displays old and new offset.

o
-

TO MAKE A CALIBRATION :
Stop the cycle in progress (from the main screen, press on
Enter the User code with authorization and press on Valid;

-

Press on TOOLS tab ; Press on Maintenance
;
Press Calibration , a windows called « standard value» appears;

-
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)

-

-

Check « Standard Reference » value and modify it if necessary (be careful to the
concentration unit).
o Press on the value ;
o Enter a new value ;Press on OK and Valid to quit;
When the message “Pour STANDARD solution” appears, fill 2/3 of the calibration
device (on the analyzer left side) with the Standard solution;
Wait until calibration device is empty, the message “Vessel filling” is displayed;

VESSEL FILLING

-

Repeat this action as many time as it is requested;
Measure is launched automatically;
Rinse at the end of the measure following instructions (as explained above) on
request;

Calibration is correct (coefficient calculated <current coefficient +/- 50%):
- A screen displays the previous and the new calibration coefficient ;
- Validate, it is automatically saved;
- Quit and come back to the main window;
Calibration is not correct:
- A window displays the message « Calibration failure » and it is not possible
to validate ;
New parameters won’t be updated. Restart calibration.
Calibration can be scheduled in order to being launch periodically.
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5.5

Calibration for analyser with dilution module

To launch zero calibration or calibration cycles, the protocol is similar as 5.2.3
Calibration.
At the beginning of the cycle, the standard is taken from the standard bottle thanks to
the dilution pump. Follow the instructions on the screen:
- Put the tube in the standard solution ; press
- Turn the STANDARD/SAMPLE valve on position STANDARD (if
necessary) and press
- Calibration is launched
- At the end, put back valve on SAMPLE position (if necessary) and press
Calibration can be scheduled in order to being launch periodically.
Manual measure with dilution module follows same protocol.
5.6

On-line calibration

On-line calibration is realized directly by the sampling line. Sample concentration used
as Standard is usually determined in an analytical laboratory.
Launch Calibration cycle without turning the valve STANDARD/SAMPLE.
Caution : if zero calibration is necessary, it had to be realized before on-line
calibration.
5.7

Manual measure (whole methods)

« Manual measure » program is used to determine standard/sample concentration.
This is usually used in cases when chemical method requests some measures before
giving out a significant result. In this case, one or some manual measures are then
realized before calibration to obtain a correct calibration coefficient.
From the main screen of the HMI:
- Stop the cycle in progress
;Enter User code;
- Go to the tools tab; Press on Maintenance ;
- Launch Manual measure by pressing on

-

"Add standard" appears, fill the standard device (located on the left of the
analyzer) by 2/3 with standard solution ;
Wait for the device emptying, the message «Vessel filling » appears
Repeat this action as many times as it is requested ;
Then the measure is launched ;
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-

Rinse at the end of the cycle following instructions as it is requested ;
A window displays measured concentration under the name of manual
measure ;
The signal (Bf=before) indicates the previous manual measure value.
5.8

Manual measure for an analyser with dilution

To launch manual measure, the protocol is similar as 5.2.6 Manual measure.
At the beginning of the cycle, the sample is taken from the sample bottle thanks to the
dilution pump.
Follow instructions on the screen:
- Put the tube in the standard solution and press
- Turn the STANDARD/SAMPLE valve on position STANDARD (if
necessary) and press ; manual measure is launched
- At the end, put back valve on SAMPLE position (if necessary) and press ,
manual measure is completed.
5.9

Cleaning Cycle-Option

Cleaning cycle is realized with sample (or water if dilution) and acid. It is recommended
to launch manually a cleaning cycle once a week.
o
-

Manual cleaning cycle, from the main screen :
Stop the cycle in progress (press on ;
Enter User code and Valid;
Press on TOOLS tab ; Press on Maintenance ;
Launch Cleaning cycle by pressing on

o

Programmed cleaning cycle (frequency setting) :

-

Press on TOOLS tab; Press on Options
Enter the value corresponding to the number of continuous cycles before a
cleaning cycle. If Zero is entered, no cleaning cycle will occur. Maximum value
is 255. If the value is 10, a cleaning cycle will occur every 10 measuring cycles.

-
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5.10 Specific maintenances (Ca/Mg in brine analyser)
o Measurement of Calcium concentration in reagents:
Reagents used for Ca analyzer contain Calcium (few micrograms), it’s necessary to
determine this concentration to adjust online measurements. To use this Calcium
measurement function, Calcium concentration in brine has to be known (Caution: to
make a correct cycle you must measure Calcium concentration of brine in laboratory. It
may contain less than 50µg/l of Ca & Mg).
- Press on TOOLS tab then press on Maintenance
;
- Start the program « Measure Ca in reagents »

-

Fixe Brine value determined by laboratory, then measure is launched ;
Finally a screen displays the Ca concentration in reagents, the gross
concentration (or total = brine + reagents) and the value ‘brine labo’ ;

o Brine + 25µg/l and Brine + 75µg/l Tests:
“Test” programs are used to check analyzer good working order. They are realized after
“Ca concentration in the reagents” measurement.
- Press on TOOLS tab then press on maintenance ;
- Start the program « Brine + 25µg test », finally Measure 25µg/l appears;
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- Purchase with Brine + 75µg/l Tests
o Rinsing cycle:
Brine can crystallise in the tubes when it dries and can form obstructions. It is advised
to rinse the analyzer frequently. Be sure to connect the panoply (6-14) to analyzer (1314) blocks J9.
- Press on TOOLS tab then press on maintenance ;
- Start the program « Rinsing »,
When the analyzer is connected to a cooler, it opens a solenoid valve and
demineralized water flows inside the analyzer tubes and vessel;
Otherwise, a message is displayed asking to pour 200ml of demineralized water in
calibration device.
5.11 Specific maintenance (Color)
o 10min Vessel cleaning cycle:
Vessel cleaness is fundamental in order to determining color parameter. That’s why
« 10min Vessel Cleaning cycle » has been implemented. Vessel is filled wih DIW,
then scraper is activated during 10 min.
o Water/air cycle :
In the case of color parameter, it’s not possible to make a zero on DIW at each
measure, so zero is realized on air before vessel filling with sample. In order to
converting zero air in zero DIW, Water/Air cycle has to be executed for calculating a
correlation coefficient. So, a theoretical Zero water will be calculated during each
measure cycle.
5.12 Replacing reagents (whole methods)
CAUTION: to replace reagent cans, wear appropriate protections (gloves, protective
glasses and clothes)
-

Replace completely the cans: avoid refilling which can involve risks of
contamination or dilution error;
Introduce reagent tubes into the bottom of each reagent can. Be sure that the
can has an air intake (a small opening on the cap is enough )
Check that the automatic fill in chamber is in overflowing position (sample or
neutral water according to the configuration) : this is necessary to rinse the
vessel when pumps start;
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-

Press on stop
;
Press on Tools tab ;Enter User Code with authorization ;
Go to the Electrical test menu
;

-

Press ON to priming pumps; Press OFF when finish ;

It is necessary to make a new calibration after each reagents change.
5.13 Pumps tube (whole methods)
Pump tube characteristics:
Depending on application/method, there is several kind of pump tube:
Type 0,8mm Ø internal / Type 1,6mm Ø internal / …
Pump tube is generally "PHARMED ®" (chemical resisting material, except acetic acid,
solvents, alcohol), but it can be specific upon reagent.
Pump tube replacement:
Pump tube should be changed every three months.
CAUTION, before proceeding wear appropriate protections (gloves, glasses,
protective clothing) because tube may still contain traces of chemicals;
o Pump tube must be drained (and/or rinsed with demineralised water) to avoid
risk of chemical projections. To do so, prime the pump with the reagent tube
raised or drawing in demineralised water.
o Switch off the analyser.
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- Loosen the three screws on the front and remove the front cover;

- Dislodge the tube from its housing and disconnect the tube from its fitting;

- Fit the new tubing, beginning by connecting it to the right side fitting then roll the
tubing around the rotor, which must be turned at the same time to allow the tube to be
inserted:
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- Insert the left side fitting:

-

Replace the front cover and push it in completely, screw it;
When the analyser is switched on pumps will position automatically;
Prime the pump again in order to refill reagent pipes.
Proceed to calibration
5.14 Automatic maintenance cycle (Option)

In order to using this option, additional components must be added to the analyzer such
as pumps and solenoid valves, to bring standard or sample automatically.
If the standard solution is stable, it is possible to set an automatic calibration.
To set an automatic maintenance cycle, proceed like below:
- Go to the TOOLS tab; Press Options
- Select Auto Cycles tab

-

Fix number of cycles between 2 automatic maintenance cycles.
Fix standard value.

5.15 Data visualization and downloading
Data visualization:
Measures are stored in the Panel PC hard disk and displayed in histogram form on the
main screen:
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Histogram range match to the 4-20mA range. Each time the analyzer is switched off,
the histogram is reset but the data remain stored in the hard disk.
Data downloading:
From the main screen:
- Press on Tools tab ;
- Enter the user Code with authorization and press on “valid” ;
- Go to the menu log files copy ; Open the analyzer door and insert an USB key
at the PC Panel back

-

On the screen press OK to start data downloading in the USB key
To read data on a computer connect the key to the computer and enter in the
key directory
Select the Folder CRISTAL_LOG
In this folder, select UserLogFileDir folder
Data loaded are stored in dairy files (YYYY_MM_DD):

CristalErrorPrgLog stands for Alarms and Errors
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CristalLog stands for index stored and more data  For After Sale Service
UserLogFileDir stands for concentrations index stored
- Files (*.txt) can be read with EXCEL and convert to xls or xlsx files
5.16 Switching off the analyser
If the analyzer has to be switched off for few days or more, it is always recommended
to package it so that everything will be right during the commissioning.
Follow below steps:
- Stop cycle in progress, press on the key
;
- Prime reagent pumps with de-ionised water ;
- Clean correctly the vessel with some diluted hydrochloric acid. Avoid using a
bottle-brush in order to not striping it;
- Take off particles or algae present in tubing;
- It is recommended to fill the vessel with deionised water to allow a quick start;
Maintaining analyser in a prefect clean condition is a reliability and longevity
guarantee.
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6. Alarms
N°

Alarms

Action

1

Unknown parameter or variable

2

Error reading cycle configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

3

Error writing cycle configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

4

Error cycle execution

5

Error reading cycle zero configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

6

Error writing cycle zero configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

7

Error cycle zero execution

Load configuration folders corresponding to the programme version (V, V3, QT…)

Check the measuring card good working order: Check in the Diagnostic tab that the "live optical measure" is
moving. If not, Restart the analyzer and check again.

Check the measuring card good working order: Check in the Diagnostic tab that the "live optical measure" is
moving. If not, Restart the analyzer and check again.

8

Error reading calibration cycle configuration Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

9

Error writing calibration cycle configuration Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.
Check the measuring card good working order: Check in the Diagnostic tab that the "Live optical measure" is
moving. If not, Restart the analyzer and check again.

10

Error calibration cycle execution

11

Error reading manual cycle configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

12

Error writing manual cycle configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

13

Error cycle execution

14

Error reading socket configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

15

Error writing socket configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

16

Error socket execution

17

Error reading application configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

18

Error writing application configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

19

Error application execution

20

Error reading on IO Card

Check the IO cards: In the tools tab, Menu Electrical test, Relays tab and Inputs tab.

21

Error writing on IO Card

Check the IO cards: In the tools tab, Menu Electrical test, Relays tab and Inputs tab.

22

Error execution on IO Card

Check the IO cards: In the tools tab, Menu Electrical test, Relays tab and Inputs tab.

Check the measuring card good working order: Check in the Diagnostic tab that the "live optical measure" is
moving. If not, Restart the analyzer and check again. If yes, launch a new cycle and check if the alarm is still
displayed.

(IHM V2 only) Restart the analyzer

Check the measuring card good working order: Check in the Diagnostic tab that the "live optical measure" is
moving. If not, Restart the analyzer and check again. Check the IO cards: In the tools tab, Menu Electrical test,
Relays tab and Inputs tab.

23 Error reading JBUS Slave card configuration Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.
24
25

Error writing JBUS Slave card configuration Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.
Error reading on JBUS Slave card

Check the request compliance with JBUS protocol

26

Error treatment on JBUS Slave card

Check the request compliance with JBUS protocol

27

Error reading Measure Card configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.

28

Error writing Measure Card configuration

Recover manufacturer configuration folders. In "PLUS +" tab Press on recover and valid.
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N°

Alarms

29

TemperatureSetpoint not reached

30

Vessel Temperature unstable

31

Water Default

32

Pressure Measure Default - Measure < 0

33

Optical setting Default - Info setting not
received

Check the measuring card good working order: Check in the Diagnostic tab that the "live optical measure" is
moving. If not, Restart the analyzer and check again. If yes, launch a new cycle and check if the alarm is still
displayed.

34

Measure Default - Measure < 0

The optical measure is over the baseline realised at the beginning of cycle on the sample, check the reagents
conservation and that they are well injected in the measuring vessel. Check that the stirrer turns.

35

Measure Stability Default

36

Division by zero - Measure = 0

37

Offset out of range

38

Concentration =0 - Calibration Coeff. = 0

39

Concentration out of range

40

Division by zero - Concentration after
linearization = 0 or Calibration Coeff. = 0

41

Calibration Coefficient out of gap

Calculated coefficient is above or over 50% from current coefficient. Check that the standard value entered at the
beginning of calibration match to the real standard concentration. Check that the standard solution is well
prepared (fresh). Check that the reagents are well injected and that the stirrer turns.

42

Division by zero - Absorbance = 0 or
Current Calibration Coeff. = 0

Check that calibration coefficient is not equal to zero=>Make a new calibration. Or check that the final
absorbance is not equal to zero => The reaction hasn't occurred, check that the stirrer turns and that the reagents
are well injected in the measuring vessel.

Action
Check that the ambient temperature around the analyzer and/or the sample temperature are not over the
temperature set point

Check that the analyzer is well supplied with water-Check the filling solenoid valve and the tubes.

Check that the optical fibres are well connected to their holder on the door.

43
44

The acceptable gap is 0-0,5 optical density, above or over the offset is considered as false. Proceed to Zero
calibration . Check that the water used to make this calibration is demineralised water or free from researched
analyte. Replace water with fresh water.
Check that the calibration coefficient is not equal to zero. Make a new calibration.
The concentration found is out of range. Check that the analyzer is well calibrated, check standard solution
concentration by a manual measure cycle.
Check that calibration coefficient is not equal to zero=>Make a new calibration. Or check that final absorbance is
not equal to zero => The reaction hasn't occurred, check that the stirrer turns and that the reagents are well
injected in the measuring vessel.

Division by zero - Absorbance = -999998.0 Check that the optical fibres are well connected to their holder on the door.
Value out of range

The concentration found is out of range. Check that the analyzer is well calibrated, check standard solution
concentration by a manual measure cycle.

45 Division by zero - Concentration = -999998.0 Check that the optical fibres are well connected to their holder on the door.
46

Incorrect projector power

47

Threshold 1 exceeded

Threshold 1 exceeded

48

Threshold 2 exceeded

Threshold 2 exceeded

49

Optical Setting Incorrect

50

Optical Setting incorrect-G=0

51

Optical setting incorrect-G=255

52

Probe Measure Stability Default

Check liquid level in the vessel. If OK, replace electrolytes, condition electrode and check stability. If not OK,
replace electrode membrane module.

53

Slope probe out of range

Replace DI water by fresh DI water. If not OK, replace electrolytes and condition electrode. If not OK, replace
electrode membrane module.

54

[Sample&Add1] < [Add1]

Check liquid level in the vessel. If OK, check reagents validity and reagents are injected when stirrer is active.

55

Threshold delta < setpoint

Check liquid level in the vessel. If OK, check reagents validity and reagents are injected when stirrer is active.

Contact after sales service

The analyzer can't adjust the optical gain, Check that the optical fibres are well connected to their holder on the
door or that the vessel is not dirty. Check also the water input and that the stirrer turns.
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7. Troubleshootings

N°

1

2

3

4

5

Problems

The device is not starting

Application is not launching

Causes

Solutions

Power supply failure

Check the mains power supply

Power supply is out of service

Check the power supply output (24V)

Panel is not supplied

Check the power supply connector

The device is starting, but not the PC Panel

Check that the panel is correctly supplied.

The fill in solenoid valve is not working
"Water default" alarm is setting off
correctly.
whereas sample is correctly
provided (correct flow and pressure
One or more hydraulic pipes are blocked or
at pressure extinguisher jar level)
pinched.

The vessel is not emptied and/or
the vessel is overflowing though
event tube

Threshold is blocked.

Check that the fill in solenoid valve is plug in correctly.

Check pipe condition.

Check pipe condition (inside and outside).

Emptying pipe is blocked or emptying SV is Check that while closing the door, the emptying pipe is not
out of order.
pinched. If it is pinched, unblock it.
Pump doesn’t work correctly

Check that pump are connected correctly and that it is
unblocked.

One or more hydraulic pipes are blocked or
pinched.

Check pipe condition.

New measure is the same as the first one or
the measuring cycle is in stop position or in
rest position.

Launch measuring cycle again

The vessel is not filling in

6

The measure is not updated

7

The screen does not work

The faceplate is damaged.
The PC Panel doesn’t react anymore.
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Shut down and restart the device. If the problem persists,
contact the After Sale Service.

N°

Problems

Causes

Solutions

There are bubbles in reagents pipes.

Prime pump until bubble are carried along. Also, check that
reagent pipes are not pierced. Rinse correctly the vessel.

Reagents are sucked badly

Check that reagent pipes are correctly immersed in reagent
containers and air intake is sufficient.

Reagents are not good.

Check the use-by date of the reagents. If the date is
passed or if reagents have not been stocked in appropriate
conditions, change reagents.
Be sure, asking your supplier, that reagents used are
"Analysis Use" quality.

Reagents are not in the right place.

One or more pumps are not working
correctly.

Check correspondence between reagents pipe (each pipe
is dedicate to a reagent).
Check that pipe inside the pump is well positioned and
that it is not damaged.
Change pump pipe.
Change pump

The vessel is not heated.

Check in device characteristics if measure is made with
heated vessel or not. If you do not know contact the After
Sale Service.
Check that the black connector of the vessel is correctly
inserted in the door.

The agitator does not turn.

8

Let turn the agitator via Actuator Control of the After Sale
Service/Measuring card section and check that the
magnetic bar inside the vessel turns correctly. The agitator
has to turn continually (depend on method).
Check that the black connector of the vessel is correctly
inserted in the door.

Bad measure
Water is troubled:
Solid particles
Gas bubble

Check if the upstream filtration system works correctly (if
there is one) otherwise it might be necessary to install one.

Sample cloudy
There is no magnetic bar in the vessel.

Install a magnetic bar in the vessel.

Sewer is blocked.

Check pipe condition (inside and outside).

Emptying pipe is pinched and disturb flow.

Check that while closing the door, the emptying pipe is not
pinched. If it is pinched, unblock it. Eventually, cut the
pipe.

Electrode signal is unstable.

Check distance between electrodes and stirrer. If OK,
replace electrolytes, condition electrode and check
stability. If not OK, replace electrode membrane module.
Proceed to slope control (potentiometric method only)

The device is badly calibrated.

Proceed to calibration.
Check standard solution validity.

An interferent in the sample disturbs the
measure.

Contact Manufacturer in order to diagnose the problem

There are outflows at the vessel level.

Check every inlet and outlet of the vessel.

There is condensing in the double cover of
the vessel and/or the desiccant tablet is
saturated in water.

Change desiccant tablets and check seal integrity.
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8. Standards
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Contact us
After Sales Service :
Tel : +33(0)442973791

psav@seres-ol.com
Spare parts :
Tel : +33 (0)442973721

psav@seres-ol.com

Nota :

For all spare parts and service requests and to avoid errors, please specify
the serial number of the relevant device if possible.
Website : www.seres-ol.com
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